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5.0 Introduction - Data Capture

In the previous chapter we saw how to condition the output of a biosensor to produce
a voltage appropriate for A/D conversion. In this chapter we will discuss how this signal
is captured with an A/D converter and how this conversion process affects two key
system parameters: bandwidth and noise figure. We will also look at how to avoid system
artifacts when digitizing a signal and how to minimize the amount of digital data captured
per experiment.

The major elements of signal sampling are illustrated in the figure below. An analog
signal (continuous in time and continuous in amplitude) is input to a data capture system.
For this course we will always assume that the input analog signal is a voltage waveform
output by the system front-end (i.e., output of instrumentation amplifier plus buffer). The
analog signal is sampled at equal time intervals T, where the period is determined by the
sample clock frequency (fs=1/T) of the data capture board. These samples are then
converted from an analog voltage to a digital number using the analog to digital converter
(A/D). The bit density of the converter determines the resolution of digitized samples.
The A/D output is then input to a computer for appropriate digital signal processing. In
the next sections we will discuss the sampling process, the digitization process, and how
these processes affect the bandwidth and noise figure of the overall instrument.
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5.1 Signal Sampling - The Sampling Theorem

Consider the continuous waveform x(t) shown in the top panel of the figure below.
This signal is a simple cosine function oscillating at 100 Hz. The second panel presents
the sampled signal x[n] (discrete-time signal) for this waveform when the sampling
frequency fs=2000 Hz. The third panel presents the sampled signal x[n] for this waveform
when fs=500 Hz. Obviously, the sampled sequences x[n] in the bottom two panels look
quite different. However, the key question is: has the information contained in the
original continuous waveform x(t) been captured in x[n] in either case? To understand the
relation between information content and sampling frequency we must consider the
Fourier representations (i.e., Fourier transforms) of these discrete-time signals.

The continuous time signal x(t) is related to its Fourier transform X(Ω) by
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where Ω = 2πf = angular frequency. The discrete-time signal is similarly related to its
discrete time Fourier transform. The discrete-time Fourier transform is defined as:
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therefore X(ω)=X(ω+2πk). This means that X(ω) is only uniquely defined over the
interval -π≤ω≤π. The discrete-time signal is related to this transform by
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The key to understanding the information content of the sampled signal is to compare

the discrete-time spectrum X(ω) to the continuous-time spectrum X(Ω). The discrete-time
signal equals the continuous-time signal at the sample points.

x[n] =  x(nT) =  
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To relate this to the discrete-time spectrum, let ω’ = ΩT, dω’ = dΩT and substitute into
the above integral
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The infinite integral can be decomposed into an infinite sum of integrals over fs
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Let ω=ω’+2πk, then since ejωn e2πkn = ejωn, then the above equation reduces to
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Consider a bandlimited continuous-time signal x(t) such with spectrum
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For this signal, the discrete-time spectrum reduces to
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and the discrete-time frequency is related to the continuous-time frequency as
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where�f  is the normalized frequency (i.e., frequency relative to the sampling frequency).
Note that if the normalized frequency of the input cosine wave is ≤ 0.5, then it satisfies
the bandlimited condition above and the discrete-time spectrum X(ω) is identically equal
to the continuous-time spectrum X(Ω) where ω=ΩT. This principle can be generalize into
the classic sampling theorem.

Sampling Theorem: A bandlimited continuous-time signal, with highest frequency fmax,
can be uniquely recovered from its samples (i.e., x[n]) provided that the sampling rate fs

is at least two times fmax (i.e., �f max = fmax/fs ≤ 0.5).

Note that the sampling theorem states that all information in the original signal is
preserved in the string of numbers x[n] if �f max = fmax/fs ≤ 0.5 (i.e., the discrete-time
spectrum is identical to the continuous-time spectrum). This is illustrated in the figure
below. A 100 Hz cosine wave is sampled at 1000 Hz. This means the relative frequency
is 0.1. Since a cosine is composed of equal amplitude positive and negative complex
sinusoids (i.e., cos(ωt) = 0.5 (ejωt + e-jωt), the discrete-time spectrum of the top panel of
this figure results. Note the spectrum repeats for every integer value of �f . This is just a
consequence of the relation X(ω) = X(ω+2πk). If only the first 2π zone is retained (i.e.,
-0.5 ≤ �f  ≤ 0.5), then the exact spectrum of x(t) is obtained from x[n].
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5.2 Signal Sampling - Aliasing

What happens if a bandlimited signal is sampled that doesn’t satisfy the sampling
theorem? Consider the example below

In this case, the relative frequency is �f = 100/80 = 1.25 (f=100 Hz, fs=80 Hz), which
doesn’t satisfy the sampling theorem. Since the discrete-time spectrum must repeat for
every integer value of �f , note that there are spectral peaks at �f  = ± 0.25. This means the
sampled waveform has the identical appearance to a pure cosine wave at 20 Hz. This
relationship is illustrated in the lower panel of this figure. Such a phenomena is called
aliasing because after the waveform has been sampled, there is no way to tell if the
original waveform was at 20 Hz or 100 Hz - they both look the same !

Consider some other illustrative examples presented below. In the first figure a 100
Hz cosine wave is sampled at 100 Hz. This means the relative frequency is �f = 100/100 =
1.00, which doesn’t satisfy the sampling theorem. Again, since the discrete-time spectrum
must repeat for every integer value of �f , there is a spectral peak at �f  = 0.0. That is, for
this case a DC level is produced by the sampling process. In the second figure a 100 Hz
cosine wave is sampled at 125 Hz. This means the relative frequency is �f = 100/125 =
0.80, which doesn’t satisfy the sampling theorem. Again, since the discrete-time spectrum
must repeat for every integer value of �f , there are spectral peaks at�f  = ± 0.20. Therefore,
the sampled waveform has the identical appearance to a pure cosine wave at 25 Hz.

Finally, the third figure below shows how three different frequencies all violating the
sampling theorem can be interpreted as the same sinusoid because of aliasing. In general,
aliasing is a process. It can cause problems or it can be manipulated for efficient
processing. In the rest of this course we will only consider aliasing as a problem, and
consequently, will design all our data capture systems to satisfy the sampling theorem.
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5.3 A/D Converter & Quantization Noise

An analog to digital converter performs two functions. First, it samples the continuous
time signal to create a discrete-time signal, where the sample period is determined by the
system clock. Second, it converts the discrete-time amplitude to one of a set of N values
(i.e., quantizes the signal), where N is almost always a power of 2 (i.e., N=2n with n a
positive integer). The quantized value is output for each discrete-time sample to produce
a digital representation of the analog signal. The block diagram of a typical A/D is
presented in the figure below. After preamplification (usually just buffering), the analog
signal is sampled using a sample & hold circuit. This circuit’s function is illustrated in the
lower trace. There is a tracking period where the input analog signal is sampled. At the
end of this period, the sampled value is held at a near constant level until the start of the
sampling period at the next clock edge. During the hold period the A/D converter acts on
a nearly “DC” level. The details of the A/D converter are discussed more below. The
output from the A/D is digitally buffered (usually with D flip-fops) and communicated to
a general purpose bus for subsequent data storage and processing.

The actual A/D converter acts on the sample & hold output. There are several
different types of converter circuits, but the most straightforward to understand is the
flash approach illustrated below. For an n bit converter there are 2n-1 voltage dividers and
comparators. The analog signal is input to one port of all comparators and a divided down
voltage derived for a high precision voltage source is the other comparator input. The
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output of the comparators is often referred to as a thermometer code since the last
comparator to transition true determines the signal level. The outputs of the comparators
are fed to a encoder converting the thermometer code to a normal digital representation,
such as an unsigned binary or two’s complement representation.

The input-output characteristics of this circuit for a 3 bit (i.e., n=3) A/D are presented
below, where both unipolar(unsigned binary) and bipolar (two’s complement) codings are
shown. Note the signal is quantized - that is, for a range of input signals a singular output
will result. The spacing between levels is the basic quanta ∆. Note that this quantization
process is actually a noise source since the output signal differs from the input signal.
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A discrete-time representation of a continuous-time signal will preserve all the
information in the original signal if the sample clock is picked according to the sampling
theorem. However, a digital representation of the signal introduces quantization error, and
hence noise to the system. This point is illustrated in the figure below where the
quantization error is defined as

e[n] =  x[n] -  Q(x[n])

and Q( ) denotes the quantization process for a particular value of ∆. The goal in digital
system design is to minimize the influence of “quantization noise” on the overall noise
figure of the system.

To understand the effect of quantization error on the overall noise figure of the
system, we model quantization error as an additive noise source with a uniformly
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distributed error over the range ±∆. This gives rise to an equivalent voltage noise of
∆/(12)1/2 = 0.29∆. For a practical system, the quanta is defined as

∆ =  
Vpp

2n

where Vpp is the peak-to-peak voltage range of the A/D converter and n is the bit number.
If the analog signal input to the A/D has an rms noise voltage of vrms, then the output
noise from the A/D is the square root of the sum of the squares of the noise sources, i.e.
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If ∆ is selected such that vrms=∆, then the noise figure of the system is only increased by
about 0.35 dB. However, if ∆ is selected such that vrms=∆/4, then the system noise figure
is increased by about 3.7 dB, a significant number. Remember, a good pre-amp and
analog signal processing chain can produce a noise figure of about 2-3 dB. This can be
easily doubled if the A/D quantization interval is not matched to the input noise
characteristics. For most instrumentation systems, the rule of thumb is to choose the
quantization interval, and hence the number of bits in the A/D converter, to equal or
exceed vrms input to the converter over its sampling bandwidth.

To avoid aliasing and minimize system noise, the analog signal entering the A/D
converter almost always passes through a last stage of filtering prior to sampling. For
most commercial A/Ds, this filter is included in the A/D preamp (see first figure in this
section). It is lowpass with cutoff frequency equal to fs/2, and is often called an “anit-
aliasing” filter. It actually provides two functions. First, it insures that no signals violating
the sampling theorem can enter the A/D. Second, it limits the noise bandwidth to the
signal bandwidth. This is the optimal choice since any noise properly sampled over the
digital bandwidth can be filtered later with a digital filter and the full allowed noise
bandwidth should be included in vrms to produce the minimal noise figure for a fixed ∆.

5.4 D/A Converter

The block diagram of a typical D/A converter is presented in the figure below. Note
that this is just a programmable voltage divider, where resistors are included in the
divider chain based on a bit for bit representation of the digital word to be converted to an
analog signal. The switches are clocked at the sample rate of the system to produce a
discrete-time signal. The output discrete-time voltage, therefore, contains the quantization
noise associated with the digital representation of the signal.
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To convert this discrete-time signal to an analog signal, the voltage out of the D/A
must be sampled & held, just like in the A/D, and then filtered by an analog filter with
cutoff frequency equal to half the sample clock frequency - this is just the sampling
theorem in reverse. The block diagram of a total D/A converter including this filter is
presented below.

A complete instrumentation system often captures a signal using an A/D, processes
the signal digitally in a computational system, and then converts the processed signal
back to an analog signal using a D/A. An example of this is an ultrasound Doppler flow
system. The signal from the ultrasound transducer is sampled and digitized for additional
processing. All Doppler specific processing is performed digitally. The resultant audio
signal can then be converted back to analog by a D/A and played on a speaker to “hear”
the Doppler signal. This is a cute trick often used in instrumentation systems. There are
three keys to good system design in this case. First, design the front-end electronics and
sampling system to completely preserve the bandwidth of the signal and maintain the
noise figure of the system into a digital representation of the signal. Second, in the digital
signal processing system, extract the signal but make sure both the bandwidth and noise
figure of the front-end are preserved. And finally, design the D/A system so that it
introduces no additional noise to the system and does not reduce the bandwidth of the
processed signal. There are many examples of “digital” instruments that follow these
design methods. Note, however, that since key # 2 is simply writing the right software in
most cases, the most important elements in these systems are often the analog front-end
and the A/D and D/A converters - they are key to preserving the system bandwidth and
minimizing the influence of noise.
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5.5 Triggering and Signal Averaging

If digital recording systems run open-loop, then enormous amounts of data must be
stored for subsequent analysis. In addition, if there is no synchrony between the data
sample clock and the recorded events, then additional noise may be added to the digital
representation of the signal - more about noise below. To minimize noise, and the amount
of data that must be stored, most modern instrumentation systems use event-triggered
recording. The most straightforward form of even-triggered recording is presented in the
figure below. Here a periodic stimulus is applied to the system. For example, in
neurophysiology we are interested in the response to a particular neurological stimulus,
such as a sensory stimulus. The top trace of this figure illustrates a simple model of the
time waveform for a particular stimulus. From the leading edge of this waverform, a
trigger is derived, as illustrated in the bottom trace. This signal then triggers data capture
by the digital recording system of the evoked response presented in the middle trace. This
approach is very similar to triggering an oscilloscope. In this case, however, digital data
are stored as long as the external stimulus is applied. As soon as the stimulus ceases, the
trigger is removed and no subsequent data are recorded.

External Trigger

Stimulus

Response

Trigger

For many instruments directly recording biopotentials (e.g., EKG, EEG, …), there is
no external stimulus of the system. However, for many of these systems the signal itself is
periodic, or quasi-periodic. More importantly, the timing between events within a
biopotential waveform is often nearly constant, allowing a system to define an internal
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trigger, as illustrated in the figure below. For example, an EKG waveform has several
well-defined features (e.g., R-wave, QRS-complex, P-wave, T-wave) that can be used to
trigger recording of the repetitive biopotential signal from the heart. In the figure below
this known component is represented as a simple spike. The spike can be used as an
internal signal to trigger data recording in exactly the same way as the external trigger of
the figure above.

Signal

T = period = constant τ = delay = constant

Internal Trigger - Constant Repetition Rate

A truly periodic waveform is a very simplistic model for a physiologic system. For
example, the heart rate is never truly constant - in fact, it’s been shown through nonlinear
analysis of normal EKGs that a healthy heart should not have a constant heart rate (e.g.,
see article at http://www.physionet.org/tutorials/ndc/) ! Even so, quasi-periodic signals
can still be internally triggered, as shown below. If the time between events in the
waveform is constant, then the recording will be just like a periodic signal. That is, if this
signal were viewed on a scope and the horizontal scan of the scope was triggered by the
spike in this waveform, then the trace would remain stationary on the screen - the
brightness of the display would flicker slightly due to variations in the repetition rate of
the trigger. Internal triggering of variable repetition rate signals is common for
instruments recording weak biopotential signals in the presence of large noise sources -
signal averaging is needed to extract the signal of interest in these systems.

Signal

T = period = variable τ = delay = constant

Internal Trigger - Variable Repetition Rate
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Signal averaging can be used to increase the signal to noise ratio of recorded periodic
signals. Consider the periodic recording shown below. This sequence can be obtained
with either external or internal triggering. If the delay between an internal trigger and a
signal feature is constant, then even quasi-periodic waveforms can be transformed into
the sequence shown below. Since the signal on each repetition is identical, only noise can
change the signal from one recording to the next. If we assume that all noise sources are
additive (i.e., whether an interfering signal or thermal noise from the electronic front-end,
the noise voltage simple adds to the true signal voltage to produce the final recorded
signal at each repetition), then by averaging these waveforms the signal to noise ratio of
the resultant signal will be increased. For additive, white noise uncorrelated with the
signal, the sum of N signal components should be N times the true signal but the sum of
N noise components should only grow as (N)1/2 since the noise from one repetition to the
next is completely uncorrelated for a white noise source. This means that the signal to
noise ratio of the repetitive signal can be increase by (N)1/2 by signal averaging.

Multiple Repetition Acquisition - Signal Averaging

τ = delay = constant

Repetition 1

Repetition 2

Repetition 3

Repetition N

Signal averaging is often used in recording weak repetitive biopotential signals in the
presence of large noise sources. For example, EEGs are often recorded with surface
electrodes to measure the neural response to a repetitive sensory stimulus (e.g., flashing
light, repeating sound). Because of the poor signal to noise ratio of a single recording, it is
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often nearly impossible to detect the EEG signal from a single stimulus. However,  if the
recorded signal from many stimuli are signal averaged, as illustrated in the figure below,
very weak evoked potentials can be recorded. Signal averaging is a very powerful
technique that should be exploited whenever possible.

One potential problem often ignored in digital recording systems is the relationship
between the trigger and the sample clock. If the internal clock of the A/D system is used,
but the trigger is not derived from this clock, then the clock and trigger source are
asynchronous. This effect is illustrated in the figure below. Here, the first trace presents
the sample clock for the system. If the trigger is derived from this clock, then the trigger
is synchronous and the sample clock will sample at precisely the same times on each
repetition of a periodic signal. If the trigger is not derived from the clock, then it will be
asynchronous with data sampling and the clock will sample at slightly different  times
from one repetition to the next. The most that the sample period can wander is one clock
cycle, however, because the triggering circuits in a commercial A/D board will start
recording at the nearest sample clock to the trigger point. For many systems, an
ambiguity of up to one clock cycle in the trigger does not cause a problem.
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Synchronous Trigger - Clock/Trigger Synchronized

Sample Clock

Synchronous Trigger

Asynchronous Trigger

In some systems, however, triggering ambiguity can be a major problem. This is
especially true when the signal frequency approaches the sampling theorem limit. This
point is illustrated in the figure below.

Timing Error
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Asynchronous Trigger as Noise Source
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If the signal changes significantly over a sample period, then the output voltage can vary
in direct proportion to the time variability. The voltage variability can be simply modeled
as the slope of the signal at the sample point times the time variability (i.e., one sample
period). Consider a pure cosine input x(t) = V cos(ωt). The instantaneous slope is simply
the time derivative of this waveform

 
x(t)

 =  - V  sin t
∂

∂
ω ω

t

The maximum value of this function is when the magnitude of sin(ωt)=1, yielding

Kmax
max

 =  
x(t)

t
=  V 

∂
∂

ω

The range of amplitude error, therefore, is simply KmaxT, where T is the sampling period

e Tnoise =  K T =  V max ω

If the frequency of the waveform approaches the sampling theorem limit, then ωT
approaches π, and the error range equals πV. A more detailed analysis shows that the
error range for a true sinusoid over a half period is actually V rather than πV (exact value
depends on the phase of the sinusoid relative to the sample clock - the unity scale factor is
the average over all possible phases). Therefore, the error range is simply V, the
amplitude of the waveform. For frequencies less than the sampling theorem limit the
noise range simply scales as

enoise =  V 
f

fs

Obviously, for frequencies well less than the sampling theorem limit, the “trigger” noise
is quite small, but for high frequencies in can be significant. Note that the above analysis
indicates that trigger noise is both frequency and amplitude dependent.

To calibrate how bad this problem can be, let’s compare trigger noise to quantization
noise for a simple example. Recall that the quantization level ∆ for a bipolar A/D is
defined as Vmax/2

n-1, where n is the number of bits in the quantizer. Now consider the
example where the trigger is not synchronized to the sample clock for a 12 bit A/D
capturing a sinusoid that scales over 8 bits of the A/D at a frequency equal to 1/8 the
sampling frequency. In this case the trigger noise is 16 times greater than the
quantization noise !

Trigger noise is usually not a major issue in trying to recover very weak signals buried
in analog noise far from the sampling theorem limit. In this case the signal amplitude is
small and the ratio f/fs is also small, producing a very small enoise relative to the overall
system noise. It is important in systems where a very weak signal of interest is
superimposed on a very strong, high frequency signal, such as in a Doppler ultrasound
system. In general, for instruments that include digital capture systems, trigger noise must
be analyzed for all operating conditions to make sure it doesn’t dominate system noise.


